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Hold on to AI holdings 

The three major US stock market indices have been hitting fresh highs recently, further 

boosting the Taiex and the Nikkei. Since surges in stocks have been excessive over the 

short run, bubble worries have been rampant. We do not think the current AI frenzy is 

based on speculation. Rather, we have seen tremendous earnings growth in AI stocks. 

We therefore recommend investors hold on to AI stocks, and not be swayed by bubble 

concerns. 

Engage high-yield stocks by mid-March 

We recommend investors consider high-yield stocks before mid-March, as they 

traditionally beat the Taiex during April-August, as listed companies confirm cash 

dividend payouts around this time of the year, attracting investors to buy stocks with 

comparatively high dividends in advance. In addition, the Taiex often consolidates during 

2Q-3Q, and investors should eye high-yield stocks for defensiveness. Finally, after trading 

ex-dividend in July-August, both growth and blue-chip stocks often see prices rebound to 

the level before the ex-date. For these reasons, we recommend investors start to engage 

high-yield stocks before mid-March, until a successful rebound, to enjoy a full rally. 

Relative to the Taiex, high-yield stocks have delivered an average return of 3.8%, and a 

median return of 4.6%, during April-August over the past ten years. In absolute terms, 

their average return has been 5.4% and median return has been 6.3%. 

Growth & blue chip stocks with ex-dividend rebounds are better bets 

It is untrue that the higher the dividend yield, the better a pick a high-yield stock 

becomes, because some high-yield stocks are in downtrending sectors. While investing 

in such stocks can earn dividends, investors could suffer capital losses, absent an ex-

divided rebound. Therefore, only those with ex-dividend rebounds are better high-yield 

investment vehicles. Since high-dividend investing has become popular in recent years, 

there are 18 high-dividend ETFs in Taiwan with a total value of nearly NT$1.0tn. This 

market is increasing in size, with the top five ETFs rising to account for 90% of the market, 

at present. The core screening criteria of stocks for such ETFs are high yields, 

fundamentals and liquidity, as they are key to ex-dividend rebounds. We have checked 

the components of the largest five high-dividend ETFs at present and found that 

MediaTek (2454 TT, NT$1150, N), UMC (2303 TT, NT$48.85, OP) and ASE (3711 TT, 

NT$141.5, N) are the three stocks held by all five. In addition, the following eight stocks 

are held by at least four such ETFs: xxxx. Two high-dividend ETFs featuring monthly 

dividend payments are to be launched in March which have three stocks in common: (1) 

MediaTek; (2) Chicony Electronics (2385 TT, NT$200.5, OP); and (3) Evergreen Marine 

(2603 TT, NT$172, N). With the top five high-dividend ETFs growing, and two highly 

anticipated high-dividend ETFs debuting in March, the massive inflow to passive funds 

will support the share prices of the abovementioned counters. 

Valuation & Action 

The current AI frenzy has been underpinned by huge earnings gains. We recommend 

investors hold on to AI holdings, and not dance to the market’s tune. We also recommend 

investors start to engage high-yield stocks before mid-March, as, historically, they have 

easily beaten the Taiex during April-August. That said, only growth and blue-chip stocks 

with ex-dividend rebounds are good investment vehicles. 
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All the above named KGI analyst(s) is SFC licensed person accredited to KGI Asia Ltd to carry on the 

relevant regulated activities. Each of them and/or his/her associate(s) does not have any financial interest in 

the respectively covered stock, issuer and/or new listing applicant. 

 

  

Disclaimer 
All the information contained in this report is not intended for use by persons or entities located in or residing in jurisdictions which restrict the distribution of this information by KGI Asia 

Limited (“KGI”) or an affiliate of KGI. Such information shall not constitute investment advice, or an offer to sell, or an invitation, solicitation or recommendation to subscribe for or invest 

in any securities or investment products or services nor a distribution of information for any such purpose in any jurisdiction. In particular, the information herein is not for distribution and 

does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any securities in the United States of America, or to or for the benefit of United States persons (being residents of the 

United States of America or partnerships or corporations organised under the laws of the United States of America or any state, territory or possession thereof). All the information contained 

in this report is for general information and reference purpose only without taking into account of any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Such information is not 

intended to provide professional advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. 

Some of KGI equity research and earnings estimates are available electronically on www.kgi.com.hk. Please contact your KGI representative for information. The information and opinions 

in this report are those of KGI internal research activity. KGI does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of 

the information and opinions contained in this report. The information and opinions contained in this report are subject to change without any notice. No person accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any loss however arising from any use of this report or its contents. This report is not to be construed as an invitation or offer to buy or sell securities and/or to participate in 

any investment activity. This report is being supplied solely for informational purposes and may not be redistributed, reproduced or published (in whole or in part) by any means for any 

purpose without the prior written consent of KGI. Members of the KGI group and their affiliates may provide services to any companies and affiliates of such companies mentioned herein. 

Members of the KGI group, their affiliates and their directors, officers and employees may from time to time have a position in any securities mentioned herein.  


